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ABSTRACT: This scientific research article focus that “HUMAN ANCESTOR” shall be considered as “TERRORIST” evolved from “Dark Cloud of Stardust”. The human Ancestor shall be considered as lived in “MARS PLANET” in the early Universe under “Perfect law and order” (kingdom Rule, absolute ideology) under the influence of “Zero hour radiation” environment also called as “J-RADIATION”.

PERFECT LAW AND ORDER  
(Kingdom Rule)

It is speculated that the stardust cloud (as stipulated in (Big-bang theory) shall be considered as composed of three-in-one ions of Anti-photon, Anti-Electron, Anti-Proton. The supernatural star dust shall
also be considered as having “**Terrorist Behavior**” in the early Universe. The Philosophy of dark cloud and star dust shall described below.

(i)

![DARK CLOUD]

(ii)

It is further speculated that in the “**expanding universe**” the environmental condition of universe consider consistently changed into three distinguished behavior in **three Nuclear ages** as described below.

1. **Terrorism environment phase**
2. **Revolutionism environment phase**
3. **Evolutionism environment phase**

During the course of time the “**Mars populations**” do not want to live under “**Strict law and order**” considered descended to “**EARTH PLANET**” for more freedom and become “**Revolutionist**”, “**Evolutionist**” thereafter. The concept of various Ethnicism, Racism, shall be considered as cultures developed on the **Earth Planet** subsequently.
(Curiosity in Searching the Terrorist)

“Expanding Universe shall mean consistent variation in environment condition with respect to varied relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON and varied angle of its rotation on their axis”.  

- Author
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I. INTRODUCTION:

In the present day, “Terrorism” become so popular across various global nations and thousands of innocent people are died and crores of valuable Assets are damaged and destructed everyday. In American context the term international terrorism, domestic terrorism shall mean activities that involves violent act or acts dangerous to human life and violation of criminal laws of the United States or of any States.

“Terrorism” means killing the people?... Terrorism means destruction of Assets?... NO... NO... NO... what is the ultimate ideology of Terrorism?... what Terrorism really means?...

It is focused by the author that the philosophy of “Terrorism” shall be considered closely associated with environmental condition of early universe and violent behavior of Dark clouds when Human ancestor, and other elementary planets, living organisms, considered evolved due to impact of “J-RADIATION”.
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Further the philosophy of Terrorism (also called as Marsism) shall be defined within the following scope.

[1] Terrorism (Marsism) shall mean act of creation not “destroy”
[2] Terrorism (Marsism) shall mean act of promoting life not “death”
[3] Terrorism (Marsism) shall mean law of perfection and 100% “idealism”

(a) Right dot is like “DNA” (Love)
(b) Left dot is like “HORMONE” (Mercy)
(c) Centre dot is like “RNA” (Hope)

“Terrorism (Marsism) shall be considered as law of ethics and ideal Divine rule. Various concepts such as Maoism, Ethnicism, Racism, Patriotism, Communism, Socialism, Marxism, Confucianism, Taoism, Mohism, Gandhism, Humanism, Reformism etc are derivatives of Terrorism on the Earth planet”.

Author

II. HYPOTHESIS AND NARRATION

a) Philosophy of Terrorism, Revolutionism, Evolutionism?

It is hypothesized that Revolutionism shall be considered as the plasma state of Terrorism and before evolution state of early universe. Revolution State of Universe shall be considered as the origin of first populations on the earth planet after TRANSFORMATION from Mars planet. Evolution state of Universe shall be considered as referred to living of human Ancestors considered lived under three distinguished radiation environment condition say, Gamma, Beta, Alpha radiation family. The philosophy of Terrorism, Revolutionism, Evolutionism shall be described as below. Terrorism shall be considered as the state of anticlockwise direction and evolutionism shall be considered as the state of clockwise direction. Revolutionism shall be considered as the state of transformation from anticlockwise to, clockwise direction.

(i)
It is further hypothesized that the growth of gamma, Beta, Alpha radiation shall be considered as the source of three fundamental Ethnic family and Racism shall be considered sub family. Further it is hypothesized that the **downward vertical growth** shall be considered as billions of subfamilies and the **lateral horizontal growth** shall be considered as billions of RACES under each subfamily described as below.

- **REVOLUTIONISM (PURACHFI)**

- **EVOLUTIONISM (VALARCHI)**

**MODEL ETHNIC, RACES GROWTH**
b) Philosophy of Ideal Rule?

Case study shows that thousands of “ethics and morals” exist all over world and the leaders of the nations consider running their show for betterment of global populations as a whole according to their environmental condition. Is there any standard global ethics?...

[1] Can we say Marxism is ideal rule?...
[2] Can we say Communism is ideal rule?...
[3] Can we say Socialism is ideal rule?...
[4] Can we say Maoism is ideal rule?...
[5] Can we say Taoism is ideal rule?...

It is hypothesized that Terrorism (Marsim) shall be considered as Ideology and law of Perfect rule. In proto Indo Europe language the philosophy of Terrorism (Marsim) shall also be called as “AETHEISM”. The mars populations shall also be called “ATHEIST”. It is further speculated that the philosophy of “MARXISM” of earth planet might be derived from the philosophy of “MARSISM” of the Mars planet.

(i)
The philosophy of “MARSIST” shall be defined within the following scope

1. Marsist shall mean free from “Ethnicism”
2. Marsist shall mean free from “Racism”
3. Marsist shall mean free from “Casteism”
4. Marsist shall mean “Godly person”
5. Marsist shall mean “Creator”
6. Marsist shall mean do not have any account with “Swiss Bank”

c) Etymology of word “ISM”?...
   It is focused that the English word “ISM” is used as Suffix to represent specific meaning scaly Ethnicism, Racism, Patriotism. The Acronym “ISM” as considered as used in “Astronomy” to represent the meaning as “Interstellar Medium”. It is hypothesized that the word Ism might be derived from Proto Indo Europe language word “Theesam”, “Theism”. Theesam, Theism shall mean “Godly”.

d) Ideology and terrorism?...
   Case study shows that ideology considers as set of conscious or unconscious ideas which constitute one’s goals, expectation and action. Ideology varies from person to person and society to society. In the context of “marxism principle”, socialism and communism are being viewed in different ideological concept.
Socialism aimed only to socialize production. But communism aimed to socialize both production and consumption.

It is emphasized by the Author that terrorism shall be considered “ideological concept” descended from Mars Planet (Human ancestor) and all the ideological concepts on the earth planet shall be considered as derived from the fundamental terrorism ideology.

[1] Freedom Fighters are terrorist?... No... No...No...
Freedom Fighters shall be considered as “REFORMIST” and not terrorist.

[2] Politicians are terrorist?... No... No...No...
Politicians shall be considered as “ARTIST” and not terrorist.

[3] Scientists are terrorist?... No... No...No...
Scientists shall be considered as “RATIONALIST” and making betterment of human life and not terrorist.

[4] Religious Leaders are terrorist?... No... No...No...
Religious Leaders shall be considered as “ETHNICIST” and not terrorist.

[5] Individuals are considered as terrorist?... No... No...No...
Individuals shall be considered as “RACIST” and not terrorist.

[6] Doctors are terrorist?... No... No... No...
Doctors shall be considered as “PATHOLOGIST AND DENTIST” and not terrorist.

[7] Engineers are terrorist?... No... No... No...
Engineers shall be considered as “MATERIALIST AND PRODUCTIONIST” and not terrorist.

[8] God (Human ancestor) is terrorist?... Yes... Yes... Yes...
God shall be considered as “TERRORIST” and not Revolutionist, Ethnicist and Racist.

III. CONCLUSION:

It is focused that the philosophy of “MAN”, “MANNERISM” might be derived from the philosophy of HUMAN, HUMANISM. Man shall be considered as descended from Human. Human is like “INFANT”. Man is like “CHILD”.

(i)

(ii)
“Human shall be considered as having different genetic characteristics to man. Human shall mean “Atheist”. Man shall mean “Ethicist”.

- Author
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